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Unlock

Talk

Call

APPRO

547-8770
Video Chat

Audio Chat

Friends

Breonna

Destiny

Keyonna

Maliyah

Derriona

Text Chat

Video Chat

Audio Chat
Text chat
me
wyd
nothing
me
o
me
o
me
ok

Video chat
Derriona
Back
Forward
me

Audio chat
Derriona
Call
Chat
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Video Chat
Contacts: Tierra
Alexis
Jessica
Jolie
Monica
Ashley
Layla
Jaleigh
Chris
Mani

Phone
Contacts: Tierra
Jessica
Alexis
Chris
Jada
Monica
Ashley
Layla
Jaleigh
Brittany
Mani
Tre
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Texting

Contacts: Tierra, Mani, Julia, Tre, Alexis, Monica, Ashley, Layla, Jaleigh, Jessica

Phone

Incoming Call
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2c
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Hey guy

SUP
OUUC.com

video chat

username

password

sign up

Friends

- [ ] Asha
- [ ] Joe

- [ ] Text Chat
- [ ] Video Chat

Forgot Password?
Hey Girl

What
DocGood! Gibson
danny device

and you have three choice: talk, video, text
you pick one and click one

and you call anybody on contact.
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If phone break up
you can use chat app
If you push apps
then OK they be on

This is great

And if the kids
chat stop work
you can text

And you can stand
the whole time
der and tell your
friend about it
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Video Chat

You can push a button and you can video chat even in ice 2.

Without internet

And if you accident push a app that ok because until you come back you can listen.

And if a error you can reset and your contact.

Great app and if you cant video chat you can text if you cant do that you can talk.
Kids Meet

Video Chat

username

password

SIGN UP!

Forgot password

Nikiyah

Jamonte

Isaiah

A'jah

Jeni-zah

Ajancee

Lashawn

Taniyah

Call
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Kids Meet

Username
Password

Sign Up

Forgot Password

Derrion
Ashaunte
Jenizah
Destiny
Brehon
Khari
Trevon M

Chat

Call
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3.3

6.5

Text Chat
Username
Password

Friends List
Jo
Cheyenne

New Friends
Jo 1980
Cheyenne
John
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This is actually a part of team 3a
Username

Password

Sign up for free

Username

Password

Age: Birthdate

I check agree to all the terms

Download this app

Matthew Willow

Sianna Gray

Jaren Garrett

Zendra Gordo

Jalisa Parker

Message: Visit me

or Ignore

Messaging

Shelby

Jalisa

Jalisa

Jalisa

Home
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Sign up for free at Idol.com. You can get this app on tablet, phone, even a phone at the appstore.

Me: hey
Them: hey
Me: what are you doing?
Them: nothing and u
Me: wwww
Them: wwww
Me: wwww
Them: wwww
Me: wwww
Do you want to sign up for MyPage.com check yes [ ] or no [ ]
3d

Sign up today
Username: __________
Password: __________
Age __________
Birth __________

My: What are you doing?
Mom: Nothing mom.
My: Oh be home
Mom: Before 10:00.
My: I am going to a
Mom: Be home 5:00
My: Oh 😊
Mom: Bye love you.
My: Bye love you 2.
TALK TIME

Login
Username: [Enter]
Password: [Enter]

Contacts:
Kiesha Cole
Chris Brown
Tyler Perry
Sage Ganomi
Hendrik Lamar
Ashley Robinson
2-Chains
Team Ursherbaby

Mariam Carey

Ska
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Alyssa Winkler
Contacts

- Nyah Hibbs
- Jasmine Kit
- Trinity Parks
- Dash Guy
- Tiara Price
- Ben traps
- Nicole Jay

My Profile

- Hayla Brown

loves cake
20 years old
favorite color is green
loves clothes
loves CANDY
has 7 contacts
favorite game is Basketball
Followers

Chirp Messaging

Other Chirpers

Followers

Chirp Messaging

text + talk

Miya

Hey

What's up

Nothing

What u want to do

Umm

I well see u later

I text someone else

Mix Instagram, Kik, VooVoo,

Followers, PC

textin people

Face Chatting
Chirp Messaging

Extra Stuff

Extra Space

Profile

Check other chirps

Background check

Locate people

But only people

Own Page
Chimp Messaging

- Tim - 20 - 30
- Suzan - 2/15
- Doggie_star_1
- Fart_Butz_1
- Feel me now
- Miaya #1

Text 3 to 1
Karny #1
Hey
What's up
Nothing
What u want to do?
Umm
O well see you later

Text someone else

Notification
Chimp Messaging
Suzan 2/15
Text 4
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Instaface

Login
Username
Password
Enter

Register

Instaface

Messaging
Jasmine
Emani
Sage

FaceTime
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9.5, and 1.5

Me: Happy Birthday
Sage: Thanks
Me: Welcome
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Homescreen

1st page

2nd page

3rd page

Instafacce

Username

Password

Enter

Register

Instafacce

Messaging

Jasmine

Imani

Imani

Sage
1 5 9 5

**Interface**

**Toolbar**

- ![Icon]

**Keyboard**

```
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 . ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) + _ - ` ~ | \ [ ] : ; ' , . / ? : ` ~ | \ [ ] : ; ' , . / ?
```

**Navbar**

- ![Icon]
Contacts
Sage
Mya
Emani
Jasmin
Aaliyah

Call

Calling Mya

End
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Farma: me workaround thought next idea.

Chat friends: chat with friends.

Musical:
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C
Call

Video
Chat

Calling... Conecting to Danielle

home

Sd
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Fashion Killers Texts

☐ Kelly Sis
Hey!

kevin

Back

me

Hey

Hi

wyd

next

Nun

wbu

Nun

mother

Nashawn

Kelly

Kyra

Krasia

Omar
fashion killa
me
kelly
hey
watup
nun
awesome
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Fashion killa text
Kelly

Hey
Hi

Wyd
Nun outside

Oh oh Cool

Cance
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App looks like:

**TV worldwide**

Free download
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Name: VTV App

App has voice texting, texting, and video chat.
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- Searching
- Wife, GF, husband, etc.
- Friends
- Family, kids, Mom, Dad
Shape for testing
Can peek larger.
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Amber
back

Guess what?

wait

Hi

Lol. Your so silly.

I know I know.
Push on Max and then you can chat.

When you push on Max, you'll see everything you've written. You'll see it. Then you push back.